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In this paper we show that the techniques introduced by Furst et al. (1984) , which connected oracle separation results for the relativized polynomial-time hierarchy to the problem of proving lower bounds for constant-depth circuits, and the subsequent probabilistic arguments introduced by Yao (1985) , Hastad (1986) , and Ko (1989) in order to prove the existence of relativized polynomial-time hierarchies with different structures, can be adapted for resolving the main problems related to the existence of immune and simple sets in the relativized polynomial-time hierarchy. In particular, we construct oracles which witness:
(4 (b) (4 (4 for any k>O, the existence of a A:-immune set in Z:; for any k>O, the existence of a &-simple set; for any k > 0, the existence of a A!-immune set in a relativized polynomial-time hierarchy for which ZF = II: #A:; for any k > 1, the existence of a Ekp_ 1 -immune set in a relativized polynomial-time hierarchy for which EL = AL;
Introduction
In 1972 Meyer and Stockmeyer [16] (see also [lS] ), in the process of defining a complexity class which was able to precisely capture the complexity of determining whether a well-formed boolean expression has no shorter equivalent expression, introduced the polynomial-time hierarchy.
This hierarchy is obtained by relativizing the complexity classes P, NP and coNP and represents a resource-bounded version of the Kleene arithmetical hierarchy. The importance of the polynomial-time hierarchy was immediately evident, but the difficulty of a careful analysis of the polynomial-time hierarchy was well expressed in this quote from [16] Perhaps, the most successful early attempt in solving these problems was by Baker and Selman, who in [2] constructed an oracle which witnesses the existence of a polynomial hierarchy with a proper 2nd level.
It seemed very difficult to improve this result by exhibiting an oracle which witnesses a polynomial-time hierarchy which extends above the 3rd level. This was frustrating since it is normally conjectured that the polynomial-time hierarchy extends infinitely.
In 1984 Furst et al. [7] and Sipser [17] were able to connect the existence of oracles separating the polynomial-time hierarchy to the problem of proving lower bound on the size of constant-depth circuits. In 1985 Yao [23] proved an exponential lower bound on the size of constant-depth circuits computing the parity function, and then building on Furst et al's work, proved the existence of an oracle A which separates PSPACE(A) from the entire relativized polynomial hierarchy PH(A). In the same paper he also asserted the existence of an oracle B which separates the various levels of the relativized polynomial-time hierarchy. Hastad [S, 91 simplified Yao's proof and gave a constructive proof of the existence of an oracle B separating the different levels of a relativized polynomial-time hierarchy. Subsequently, Ko [I33 showed that the technique developed by Yao and Hastad can be also used to build oracles which witness the existence of relativized polynomial-time hierarchies with a finite number of levels, which can or cannot be separated from PSPACE.
In this paper we will consider a further problem relating the relativized polynomialtime hierarchy. We will investigate whether it is possible to strengthen Yao, Hastad and Ko's results so that the various separations that they obtained can become strong separations. A brief explanation of what is a strong separation follows. Yao, Hastad and Ko's oracles are constructed using standard diagonalization arguments, so that the oracle A built in order to separate, for example, XEVA and C['_Ai, ensures the existence in X:sA of a set S which differs from each set contained in ZI'_A. The technique used for constructing such A, however, does not exclude that infinite subsets of S corresponds to some infinite set belonging to Xc:"i. Thus, although S witnesses a separation between XE," and C,'?i, a significant and "nontrivial" portion of it belongs to Ckp~'i. Thus, in a certain sense it is possible to argue that X:7" and C:L'~ are not "widely" different. ' In order to avoid this criticism, it is necessary to build an oracle A separating the various levels of the relativized polynomial-time hierarchy which witnesses the existence of a set S' in EC,'," which, with respect to the set S considered above must satisfy a further property: no infinite subset of S' coincides with a set in Ckp?i.
Sets with this structure are known as immune sek2 More precisely, in the case considered above, we will say that S' is a X.kp~~~ -immune set. It is known that each level of the polynomial hierarchy is constituted by two complementary classes C,' and I$'. To build a strong separation between CE and II: in a relativized world one must build an oracle A which witnesses the existence of a set in rIpsA which is CP'A cokntained in ,,:A -immune or vice versa. Since the complement of each set in l-IL_" is or vice versa, this is equivalent to proving the existence of a set in ZLsA whose complement is Ck 'vA-immune. Sets with this structure are known from recursion theory as simple sets and, in the particular case just considered, we talk of XC,P,A-simple set.
' In this case we also say that A witnesses a simple separation between Zf,A and X;L~, 'The term immune set derives by the name given to this type of sets in recursion theory where they have been introduced.
Separations of relativized complexity classes witnessed by immune and simple sets are called strong separations, and their constructions generally require a somewhat more sophisticated diagonalization technique than the "standard" diagonalization technique.
The existence of immune sets in the relativized polynomial-time hierarchy was first investigated in 1981 by Bennet and Gill [24] . They show that for almost all random oracles A, NPA contains a PA-immune set. Later, Homer and Maass [l 11, built a recursive oracle which witnesses the same separation and they also constructed the first oracle which witnesses the existence of a simple set in relativized NP. Balcazar [3] , strengthens the result of Homer and Maass by building a recursive oracle which witnesses the existence of a simple set in relativized NP. The strongest result in this direction has been obtained by Torenvliet [ 191, who in 1986 exhibited an oracle which witnesses the existence of a simple set in the 2nd level of a relativized polynomial-time hierarchy.
Just as with ordinary separations, with strong separations it seemed very difficult to go beyond the 2nd level. In fact, in 1989 Torenvliet and van Emde Boas [21] conjectured the impossibility of constructing an oracle able to witness strong separations for levels of the relativized polynomial-time hierarchy higher than the 2nd level. In this paper we use the ideas introduced by Furst et al. and the subsequent separation techniques for relativized complexity classes developed by Yao, Hastad and Ko to resolve the main problems remaining about strong separations in relativized polynomial-time hierarchies.
In particular, for each k >, 1, we disprove the conjecture of Torenvliet and van Emde Boas by constructing oracles A and B which, for any k>O, witness the existence of a AL,A-immune set in XL,", and of a simple set in the CpsB.
Onkc of the most interesting characteristics of oracle constructions is given by the possibility of obtaining, through contradictory relativizations of the same hypothesis, indications about the difficulty of proving such a hypothesis in the "real world". In this context, we show oracles relative to which the polynomial-time hierarchy is infinite but no simple or AL-immune sets exist at the kth level of the hierarchy. These results and those mentioned above will permit us to conclude that also under the assumption AF#CI, the proof technique for exhibiting immune or simple sets in the kth level of the polynomial-time hierarchy cannot relativize. Thus, extending to the kth level, ka 1, of the relativized polynomial-time hierarchy a result obtained earlier by Homer and Maass for k= 1 [l 11 . We also show that the existence of simple or immune sets in relativized polynomialtime hierarchies is consistent with a finite polynomial-time hierarchy. More precisely, we will show how to build, for any k > 0, oracles X, Y such that Z:kp,' = II~~" #AL," and CL," contains a AE,X-immune set and CE. ' = A:, ' # C[:'r and Z2 ' contains a IZ2? 1 -immune set.
In Oracle constructions presented in [14] are based on the observation that, in general, strong separations can be obtained through a routine translation of the diagonalization process and essentially the same combinatorial arguments involved in the corresponding simple separation proof. Using such an observation Ko "directly" translates simple separations obtained in [23, 8, 131 into strong separations. This method does not seem to yield the separations presented in this work. In fact, to our knowledge, simple versions of our strong separations have never been proved; further, our separations results require, in order to be proved, stronger combinatorial arguments than those proved in [23, 8, 131 . We also construct an oracle A for which PSPACEA contains a CkP,A-immune set, for any k>O. This result has been proved independently in [14] , using essentially the same idea.
Basic definitions
First we describe some of the notation used in this paper. For all of our constructions we will use the two character alphabet r = (0, l}, denoting by r * the set of all finite O-1 strings and by r" the set of all O-l strings of length IZ. For each string XGT *, let 1 XI denote its length. Given a set A, we will indicate its characteristic function by x,,, , i.e. for each xeT*, xA(x)= 1 zyand only $xEA. We assume that there is a one-to-one pairing function ( ) . . . , ) that encodes an arbitrary number of strings x1, . . . , xk into a single string (xi, . . . . x&. Given a class of sets C, a C-immune set is an infinite set which contains no infinite subset belonging to C, a C-simple set is an infinite set in C whose complement is C-immune, and a C-bi-immune set is an infinite set S for which both S and $ are C-immune.
We assume that the reader is familiar with deterministic and nondeterministic Turing machines and their time and space complexity (see e.g. [4, 12, 151) .
We briefly recall that an oracle Turing machine is a deterministic (or nondeterministic) multitape Turing machine which has a separate oracle tape, and three distinguished states: the query state, the yes state, and the no state. During the course of a computation an oracle Turing machine can write a string w on the oracle tape and, after entering the query state, it transfers "magically" into the yes state if the string currently appearing on the oracle tape is in a certain set, called the oracle set; otherwise, the oracle Turing machine transfers into the no state. In either case, the content of the query tape is instantly erased.
Hence, given an oracle machine M, the language that M accepts depends on the oracle set; in particular, if +Z is a class of sets, we will denote by Pw and NPw the class of sets that are computable in polynomial time by, respectively, a deterministic or nondeterministic oracle Turing machine using some set AE?? as oracle. If %? = {A} then we write PA or NPA.
Our interest will be concentrated on the classes of the relativized polynomial-time hierarchy which, when relativized with the oracle set A, can be defined in the following way:
We will also indicate with PHA the countable union of all the above classes. Classes of the polynomial-time hierarchy can also be characterized by alternating polynomially-bounded quantifiers as has been shown by Wrathall [22] . This characterization can be easily extended to the relativized case, giving the following well-known characterization. We fix an enumeration {pi} of all polynomials, and {Mi} of all oracle Turing machines. Given these enumerations we can easily build an enumeration {P,,}ns~ of polynomial-time-bounded deterministic oracle Turing machines, where P,, n = (h, j ), is obtained by clocking the oracle Turing machine Mh with the polynomial pi. In a similar way, using the characterization given in Lemma 2.1, we can build an enumeration, {o:, n}nEN, of oracle Turing machines accepting sets in C: relativized. In particular, in this case r&, n = (h, j, k), is the Turing machine which given an input x, can generate all k-tuples of words v 1, . . . , vk whose length is bounded by pj, and verifies whether ~vl~v2 . ..&Vk. (&VI, . . . . vk) is accepted by the polynomial-time-bounded oracle machine P,,. We denote the corresponding oracle machines that use oracle A by Pt and &,A. We denote the languages accepted by the machines Pt by L(P,f), the languages accepted by the machines o$t by L(aL;f).
A further characterization of the relativized polynomial-time hierarchy that we will consider in this paper requires the definition of a <L-complete set for Xr,". We recall Here we are particularly interested in the canonical <L-complete set for CE,", Kt, kb 1, defined as follows: For k = 1 and for each set A, the set Kf is defined by Kf = {(i, x, 1 j): the nondeterministic oracle machine g;, i accepts x in j steps when A is used as oracle). For k> 1 and for each A, Kt is defined inductively as
It is not difficult to see that K;' is <L-complete for NP(A), and more generally that Kf is 6: -complete for Xi, A; so, it is possible to rewrite the definitions of the classes of the polynomial hierarchy relativized with the oracle A, for k 3 1, in the following way:
l-I;;A, = coNPKx";
We next give some preliminary definitions for the type of boolean circuits that we will use. These definitions are from [13, 91.
Formally, we define a circuit as a tree, each interior node of the tree can be only an AND gate or an OR gate with an unbounded number of child nodes. This permits us to collapse two adjacent nodes of the same type and, thus, assume that in our circuits, gates alternate so that all children of an OR gate are AND gates, and vice versa. The inputs of a circuit can be the constant 0, the constant 1, a variable u or a negated variable 5. In this paper we are interested in relating circuits to oracle machines computations.
So, each variable will be represented by a string ZEC*. We write v, to denote the variable, which will eventually be given the value XA(Z) for some set A, and write V, to denote its negation, which will eventually be given the value 1 -xA(z). The depth of a circuit is the length of the longest path in the tree. The size of a circuit is the number of gates (or, the number of interior nodes) in the tree. Thefan-in of a gate is the number of children of the node. The bottomfun-in of a circuit is the maximum fan-in of a gate of the lowest level in the tree.
Constant-depth circuits and the relativized polynomial-time hierarchy
Oracle constructions using the probabilistic arguments developed by Yao and Hastad are obtained using constant-depth boolean circuits with a restricted structure for establishing the membership of a string x in some class at the kth level of the relativized polynomial hierarchy.
In this section we describe the structure of the various circuits that we will use in the rest of this paper, and we briefly recall the known associations between these circuits and machines recognizing sets contained in classes of the relativized polynomial-time hierarchy.
The first circuit that we introduce can simulate the behavior of a a:,[ oracle machine, k > 0, on input x with oracle A, in the sense that it will output 1 ifund only if ai:? accepts the input x.
The idea is that the computation of a o!, i oracle machine on a given input x can be reduced to the computation of a a:+ 1, i' oracle machine on input x, which, however, makes at most one oracle query at the end of every computation path. The trick is, during the computation of the a& machine on input x, to postpone oracle queries guessing the answers and verifying them in the extra alternation level of OF+ i,i'. Thus, the computation tree structure of the 0 !+ l,i' oracle machine is independent of the oracle and can be "frozen" to yield a particular circuit. This reduction is from [7] . Lemma 3.1 (Furst et al. [7] In the following we briefly recall the definitions introduced by Ko [13] and his main result about circuits computing the set of functionsfkm which we will use subsequently.
Let CfT be a k-depth circuit having the following properties: (a) the top gate of C,? is an OR gate with fan-in &, (b) the fan-in of all bottom gates of C,? is fi, (c) the fan-in of a11 other gates is m, and (d) there are mk-l, variables each of which occurs exactly once in a leaf in positive form. Let fk"' denote the function computed by C,-?. Following Ko [13] , we introduce also the class CIR(k, t) of depth k circuits which have size bounded by 2', bottom fan-in Q t and an OR top gate. We will indicate a generic element of the class CIR(k, t) by Ck. Throughout the paper, we will consider the variable t to be the function t=nlogn.
A very important tool in dealing with circuits is that of a random restriction introduced in [7] . Intuitively, a random restriction is a mapping which assigns values to some randomly selected variables of a circuit in order to obtain a simpler circuit on fewer variables. More formally, let Vbe the set of variables which occur in a circuit C. Then a restriction p of C is a mapping from V to {0, 1, * >. For each restriction p of C, Crp denotes the circuit C' obtained from C by replacing each variable v, with p(vX)= 0 by 0 and each variable vY with p(u,)= 1 by 1 (and each variable u, with p(vZ) = * remaining a variable). Given a circuit C, assume that p' is a restriction of Crp. We abbreviate (C rp)rp' to Crpp'. We also write pp' to denote the combined restriction on C with value pp'(v,)=p(v,) if p(v,)# *, and with value pp'(u,)=p'(v,) if p(vX)=*. If a restriction p of C maps no variables to *, then we say that p is an assignment of C. Let p be a restriction of C, we say that p completely determines C if C computes the constant function 0 or 1. An assignment always completely determines the circuit C. Some of the results on circuits which we are interested in this paper also require, to be correctly stated, the following definitions as given in [9] .
Let V be a set of variables and g= {Bj}S= 1 be a partition of V. Let 4 be a real number O<q < 1. Define R4tY to be the probability space of restrictions which take values as follows. To define a restriction p in R& first, for each Bj, 1 d j<r, let sj= * with probability q and Sj=O with probability 1 -q; and then independently, for each variable XEB~, let p(x)=sj with probability q and p(x)= 1 with probability
Similarly, a R4;d p robability space of restrictions is defined by interchanging the roles played by 0 and 1. Furthermore, define for each PER&, a restriction g(p) defined as follows. For all Bj with Sj = *, let Vj be the set of all variables in Bj which are given the value * by p; g(p) selects one variable y in Vj and gives value * to y and value 1 to all others in ~j. For PER&, g(p) is defined similarly by interchanging the roles of 0 and 1.
The connection between random restrictions and our work is essentially based on the following two lemmas proved, respectively, by Hastad and Ko.
The results that we are going to present require that when circuits C,? or CircAj are under consideration, the partition 8 = {Bj} of the set of variables which occur either in Cf7 or in Ci,,,, is defined in such a way that a set Bj corresponds to the set of all variables leading to a bottom gate in C,: or in CL,,,,. When such circuits are not considered, B can be an arbitrary partition of variables. When not otherwise specified, we will also assume that q= 1/(24t). Lemma 3.3 holds also with R,g replacing R& or with H being an OR of ANDs to be converted to an AND of ORs.
For the circuits C,:, the following lemma has been proved by Ko. 
Proof. Assume that k is even, the proof for k odd is similar. Each circuit ck,j, 1 < j<i, has at most 2' different two-level bottom subcircuits of fan-in Gt. By Lemma 3.3 the probability that at least one of these circuits is not equal to an AND of ORs with bottom fan-in Q t is bounded by ix 2'x a'. So, with probability
, we can interchange the order of all two bottom level OR of ANDs, obtaining in this way two adjacent levels of ANDs. These two adjacent levels of ANDs can be collapsed to obtain a new circuit C;_,,j, 1 <j,<i, equivalent to C,,jrp but whose depth is k-1. It is not difficult to see that Ci_ I,j, 1 ,< j,<i, is in CIR(k-1, t); in fact, it's gates at distance 82 from the bottom level, correspond exactly to the gates at distance at least 3 from the bottom level in ck,j and, hence, are bounded in number by 2', so that the new circuits obtained are again in CIR(k-1, t). 0
Corollary 3.5 also holds with R4TB replacing R&.
An oracle for which ZE contains a A!-immune set
To our knowledge the first result which considered "separations" between the classes Akp, CL and II,' was produced by Heller in [lo] , where among other results an oracle B is constructed such that A$B= lI2". For strong separations the best result obtained to date is presented in [19] , where an oracle B is built such that X2" contains a AqB-immune set.
In this section we build a recursive oracle A such that for k>,2, X2" contains a language which is AEsA -Immune, i.e. a language whose infinite subsets do not coincide with any infinite set contained in Ak . P,A In Section 5 we obtain the complementary result: with respect to a different oracle A, CEy" contains a simple set.
An obvious corollary of this result is Ko's theorem that CE*" will contain CIpiimmune sets. (This is because it is known that for each oracle A, C[iA, EAE'-+I.)
The proof technique that we use combines the strategy used by Heller [lo] , and by In many "standard' oracle constructions, the oracle construction itself is usually preceded (sometimes followed) by a lemma generally called a "room to diagonalize" lemma. The aim of this lemma is to show that certain strings can be added to an oracle or restrained from an oracle at various stages of the oracle construction without affecting the behavior of the machines settled up to that stage. Working with circuits also requires a "room to diagonalize" lemma. The following lemma is a slightly stronger version of Lemma 3.3 proved in [13] . It guarantees that given a superpolynomial number i of circuits in CIR(k, t) and an exponential number of circuits C,?, it is always possible to find a restriction p which completely defines the i circuits in CIR(k, t) and no circuits C,,. Ko proved the lemma for a single circuit Ck. Our proof is similar to those of Hastad and Ko. Proof. The proof is by induction on the depth of the circuits.
In the case all circuits Ck, 1, . . . , C,(.i compute a constant function, the lemma becomes trivial. Thus, we will assume that at least one of the above circuits does not compute a constant function.
Basis case k=2. Assume that each C2,S, 16 s < i, is an OR of ANDs. (The case for which they are AND of ORs is symmetric.) A restriction p which satisfies Lemma 4.1 can be built in the following way. Consider the first circuit CZ,S (1 bs Q i), which does not compute a constant function, consider the first AND gate which has no constant 0 as inputs, and force p to map to 1 all nonnegated variables which are inputs of the chosen AND, and to 0 all remaining inputs of the same gate. This makes C,,,rp compute the constant function 1. Next consider the next noncompletely specified circuit, and verify whether the variable assignment done until now can force it to 0 or 1; if this is not the case we force (using the same strategy described in the preceding case) p to map some new variables to 0 or 1, so that the circuit under consideration computes a constant function. Having examined all circuits C2,S (1 <s d i), we next force p to assign * to all variables which have not been used so far. At the end of this procedure at most n@' x t variables have been assigned to 0 or 1.
Since there eXiStS a constant nk such that for each n > nk, 2"'* > n'Ogn x t, it is easy to see that for each w, 1 <h< j, the circuit Cf;Z",h has the following properties:
(a) each AND gate of C~Z~,~ has at least one variable assigned to * by p, (b) at least one AND gate of Cf;",h has all variables assgned to * by p. From these two properties we know that each of Cfxz", , rp, . . . , Cj2m,jrp do not compute a constant function.3
Induction
Step: Assume that k is even. (When k is odd the proof is essentially the same, the only difference being that the space R4TB must be used instead of R,&.) By induction hypothesis. for each i-tuple of circui,s Ck_ 1 in CIR(k-1, t), and for each j-tuple of circuits of the type C&Z:,, there exists a random restriction p' which completely determines all circuits Ck _ I,S (1 <s < i), but none of Cfx2"1, h (1 <h ,< j). We will prove then that a random restriction exists which completely determines all circuits Gs (1 <s < i), but none of Crx2". ,, (1 ,< h < j).
From Corollary 3.5 we know that for i< t, for at least l/2 of the restrictions p" contained in R,t&, C&s rP"g( P"), 1 ds d i, can be "rewritten" as a (k-I)-depth circuit in CIR(k-1, t). Further, Lemma 3.4 ensures that for at least 2/3 of the restrictions p"' contained in R&, Crx2" rp'ffg(f') contains a subcircuit computing an fkz"r function. Hence, for at least l/6 of the restrictions contained in R:,# both of these properties hold. Let p be one of these restrictions.
At this point a restriction p which satisfies our requirements, i.e. which completely determines all circuits C,,j, 1 d j< t, but none of CLl.,h, 1 ,<h < j, is given simply by
For proving the main theorem of this section we need only a weaker form of Lemma 4.1. which is used in full form in Section 7. it is always possible to find a restriction p such that each of Ck, 1 rp, . . , ck,i rp is completely specified while C&(,, rp is not completely specified.
Proof. Choose a restriction p as described in Observation 3.2, so that CT;,,,, rp is not completely defined and Ci,,,, rp = Cfz". Apply this restriction to C,,j for all j, 1 <j< i. If p completely defines all the circuits C,,j, we are done. On the other hand, if p does not completely define all the circuits Ck,hr we apply the preceding lemma to complete the proof. 0
We are now ready to prove the main theorem of this section. Proof. The case k= 1 has been proved by Book and Schoning [S] , and the case k=2 by Torenvliet [ 193. We assume k > 2.
In the following we show how to construct an oracle A such that there exists an infinite language L,(A)EE:~~ which does not contain infinite subsets in A:,". The oracle construction is by stages. Starting with an empty oracle, in each stage n we will eventually put some string into A and into 2. Let A(n) be the set of elements which are already in A at the end of stage n. At stage n we will put into the oracle A(n-1) only strings of length at least h(n), h(n)> h(n-l), where h(n) indicates some integer value computed in stage n of the oracle construction.
In this way A(n) is always an extension of A(n-1). We will set A = une~ A(n). We also assume the convention that a string x is in 2 if it is put explicitly into A(n) in some stage n or it is never put into A(n) for any n.
For the proof it turns out to be convenient to characterize oracle Turing machines recognizing sets in AE,A using the characterization given in Section 2: since Ai." = PKt-l, an oracle Turing machine recognizing sets in Ai," can be represented by a deterministic polynomial-time-bounded oracle Turing machine Pi relativized with the oracle Kt_ 1. Thus, in the rest of the proof PFf-1 will indicate the ith Turing machine recognizing sets in A;,".
The oracle that we are going to construct is such that CEs" contains the following infinite language L,(A),
where the quantifiers alternate (if k is even, then Qk is V else it is 3).
Further, in each stage n of the construction of A we will try to extend A(n-1) so that for some ibn the following requirement Ri is satisfied:
This requirement states that if the language accepted by the Prt-1 machine contains an infinite number of strings of the form 0' then it has to have a nonempty intersection with the complement of Lk(A). At the end of our construction we will be able to prove that L,(A) is infinite and that the requirement Ri is satisfied for all machines Pff-1 such that IL(Pft-l)n{O ': l~N}l =CQ This, together with the observation that each infinite set in Ai," which does not contain strings of the form 0' automatically -__ has a nonempty intersection with &(A), will imply that no infinite subset of &(A) corresponds to a set recognized by any Pi k-1 machine and, equivalently, that L,(A) is Ap,A-immune. k Before proceeding to the algorithm which realizes the oracle construction, we make a last remark on the notation used. When the Pg^-t 1 oracle machine queries its oracle on inputs of length 1, the question is a coding for the triple (i, x, j) which stands for "does the machine c~p!i,~ accept the input x in j steps?". By its nature, P, can make at most a polynomial number of queries, so that we will denote each of these queries by (i,_, x,,, j,_), 1 <m <p, (l) . In our particular case, the answer to these queries will be given by the circuits Cd;p,,,,_tX,_) instead of by the oracle Kk_ i. We say that the requirement RZ is satisfied at the beginning of the stage n if there is a stage n'<n such that RZ received attention at stage n', and no string which can modify the behavior of the machine PEf-1 on input Ohcn') has been so far inserted in A(n).
Stage 0: Set A, A=@, h(0) =O.
Stage n: (a) Choose h(n)=@+ 1)1 large enough such that no strings of length h(n) can in any way interfere with machines and computations considered in the previous stages; further, choose h(n) so that the result stated in Corollary 4.2 can be applied to . the circuits &A), Cd:~~l,,II(X, 1' . . . y Cop,,I~,~xnr~~ 1 drdp,, (l) .
More formally, choose h(n) so that it satisfies the following conditions:
(i) h(n)=(k+l)/; (ii) 1 is greater than the constant nk satisfying Corollary 4.2; (iii) h(n) has also to be chosen so that max(np,(2),2kp
where we have assumed that h(n-l)=(k+ 1)1'. (b) Check whether for some i<n there exists some unsatisfied Ri. When this is the case, for each unsatisfied Ri consider the circuits CO~j,,lr,(XZ,j, . . , , C,I_' ,,,. .(X,,J, O<rdpi (l) . Further, we impose the restriction that in each of these circuits each variable uy with /yJ <h(n) is replaced by the constant value xAcn_ i,(y).
(c) Choose a restriction p which completely determines all circuits considered in the previous step, i.e. forces such circuits to compute a constant function, but does not completely define the circuit Ci,(,,. Put into the oracle all strings WET* whose associated variable u, is decided by p; i.e.
(d) Using as oracle A'(n), i.e. the strings put into A during Step (a) or during earlier stages, verify whether some Pff""' machine associated with some unsatisfied requirement Ri accepts 0'. If this is the case, then (e) Choose the minimum i; look for a restriction p' of variables of C;,(A) rp such that C;,c,,rpp' computes the constant function 0, and put into the oracle all strings WGT * whose associated variable v, is decided by pp'; i.e.
A(n) = A'(n) u (w: pp'(vW) = l} and ,4(n)= A'(n)u {w: pp'(v,)=O}.
In Look for a restriction p" such that C&) [PP" computes the constant function 1, and put into the oracle all strings WET* whose associated variable u, is decided by pp", i.e.
A(n)=A'(n)u{w:
pp"(w)= 1) and
In this way we force O'ELJA). End of stage n.
To complete the proof we must show that: It is possible tojnd a value h(n) which satisjies all of the conditions listed in step (a). This is obvious.
The restrictions p, p', p" used during the construction always exist.
By definition a generic circuit C,t,", j has depth k, size <22kpj(n), and bottom fan-in <pj(n). By the condition imposed at (iii) in Step (a), the bottom fan-in of each circuit C,c?,,, (X, ), 1 dr<p, (l) , 1 <j<n, considered up to the stage n of the oracle construction, & dounded by 1 log ' and its size is bounded by 21'0n' so that each one of these circuits is contained in CIR(k, t). Further, we have a polynomial number of these circuits, at most n x p,(l)< 1 logi for each stage n, and a single circuit CLrcA); so, by , and p" correspond exactly to p0 and pl.
l The strings eventually added to the oracle at step n+ 1 do not injure any of the requirements satisfied until then.
For a requirement
Ri satisfied at stage n=(k + 1)m to be injured at a stage n'>n, n' =(k + l)m', it is necessary that some of the strings enumerated into the oracle at stage n' will modify the behavior of PFsi on input 0". But this is possible only if the strings enumerated into the oracle at stage n' have a length <pi(m), so that in a certain sense the machine PKfPi on input O", " has time" to query such strings. But at the beginning of stage i' we choose h(n') so that it is bigger than p,(m). Thus, the behavior of the machines I'&:'";" 1 f i < n, on inputs of length m cannot be modified by strings added to the Oracle' in the stage n' > n. Further, note that once the membership of a string is fixed during a stage n it is fixed forever because at each stage n' > n all strings of length < h(n') are substituted by the value xAtn, _ 1J and, so, cannot 4 Note that p' only extends p, so that variables decided by p cannot be reassigned by p'. This means that computations fixed by p, i.e. the computations of the machines PtKf'"' on input 0', for unsatisfied requirements Ri, cannot be changed by new assignments decided by p'.
be reassigned by a random restriction. Thus, we can conclude that during our oracle construction, Pfx""l (Om) = PK,A_l (Om), for 1 < i ,< n.
The fact that Lk(A) is infinite follows from the observation that if it were finite then at all but finitely many stages of the oracle construction, some requirement Ri would be satisfied so that at the end of the construction only a finite number of requirements would not be satisfied. But this is impossible since there are an infinite number of requirements associated with machines which accept the empty set which can never be satisfied. 
An oracle for which C! contains a simple set
A strong separation of C,P from II! can be witnessed by a simple set in C,', i.e. an infinite set whose complement is C,P-immune. We will solve this problem for relativized polynomial-time
hierarchies. An easy corollary will show that there is an oracle A for which Ap/i contains CL**-immune sets.
The first relativized result about the existence of simple sets in NP is by Homer and Maass, who in [l I] showed the existence of a recursively enumerable set B which witnesses the existence of a simple set in NPB. Subsequently, Balcazar [3] , strengthened the result of Homer and Maass by giving a recursive oracle A which witnesses the existence of a simple set in NP*. Finally, in 1986 Torenvliet [19] , gave an oracle which strongly separates (by simple sets) the second level of a relativized polynomial-time hierarchy. Here we extend this result to all levels of a relativized polynomial-time hierarchy. The proof technique used in our oracle construction combines the strategy used in [3] with the probabilistic argument developed by Yao and Hastad. the existence of a simple set in X:,A. Basis step k= 2: We must prove that there exists an assignment a' such that C," [a' = 1 is not equivalent to C,,j [a' = 0 for all j, 1 <j< i. The proof will be by contradiction.
Assume that for all assignments b over E, Cfzle r b = 1 if and only $for all j, 1 <j< i, C,,j r b=O. We will show that this assumption will yield a contradiction. Recall that by definition CI;" is a circuit constituted by an OR of 2"" ANDs of fan-in 2n'2, whose variables occur positively and only once. C3,h is a circuit of depth 3 with an OR top gate and bottom fan-in d t.
Consider the set ai= {XET * : the variable v, is an input of the ith AND gate of C,,"} and note that E=Ul<i<2,'rai.
It is easy to see that for a given assignment c over E, Qz" rc = 1 ifand only tfc assigns 1 at least to all variables in some pi.
Observation 5.2. Note that if E' is any subset of E whose cardinality is less than 2"j2, for any assignment b which assigns 0 to variables in E' and 1 otherwise, Cf;=rb = 1 and so, by hypothesis, for all j, 1 f j < i, C,,j r b = 0. Now consider the sets Sj which consists of exactly one element from each Cli. There are exactly (fi);" ' different Sj. We denote by cj the assignment over E which sets all variables of Sj to 0 and sets all of the remaining variables to 1. It is not difficult to see that for all j, 1 <j < (fi)"', C ,fz n r cj = 0, and by assumption for all j, 1 d j d (Ji")@, 2 and for all h, 1 <h<i, C3,hrcj= 1. Define for each AND gate, A i, of C3,h the following set.
Vh( A i)= {Sj: the gate A i of C3,h restricted with cj is l}.
Since there are at most 2' AND gates in each C3,h, 1 <h < i, and for each cj at least one AND gate for each C3,h, 1 d h < i, becomes true, it follows that for each C3,h there and QZ, z = 0, . . , J2", which witness the existence of assignments that we will be able to prove cannot exist and, so, we will obtain a contradiction. In particular, assuming our initial assumption, we will prove by induction that for each set K, and QZ, 1 dz <fi, the following general properties hold:
(a) the cardinality of K, is >($?')(~~2"-i/2)/2r; (b) the cardinality of QZ is z;
(d) Sj~ K, implies that in some C3, h, 1 < 12 < i, A,,, restricted with cj becomes true. We have, thus far, shown that these properties hold for z = 0. Assume, as induction hypothesis, that they are true for z < fi. We will then show how to build K,+ 1 and -Given QZ, z < J2", consider an assignment b which assigns 0 only to variables in QZ. We know from Observation 5.2, that for some h, 1 d h d i, C3,h r b = 0. That is, for each AND gate in each C3,h there is at least one connected OR gate which assumes the value 0.
On the other hand, for each set Sj in K,, we know that all of the OR gates connected to the gate A_ are true for some C3,hJ rcj, 1 Q h',< i. This implies the existence of at least one variable w in Sj-Q=, S,EK,, which we call the critical variable, such that v, is in C3,hz and such that when v, assumes the value 0 the value of C3,hz switches. (Because, otherwise, C3,h, rcj= 0.) It is easy to see that for each OR gate set to 0 by the assignment b, and for each set Sj in K, there must be a critical variable since the bottom fan-in of an arbitrary C3 circuit d t and there are at most i circuits of type C,. In fact, there must exist a critical variable w' which appears in at least 1 K,l/(i x t) distinct sets Sj.
Let KZ+l be this set of Sj's and let QZ+ I = QZ VW'. Since there exists a constant nk such that for each n>nk, 2"12 >n2"gn, it is not difficult to verify now that the sets K, and QZ verify the properties (a), (b), (c) and (d) for z, 1 d z d fi.
We now have a contradiction.
In fact, for z = ,,!? we have that the cardinality of QZ is J2" which is exactly the cardinality of each set Sj. By construction, this could happen only if KJ? consisted of a single Sj. But by definition the cardinality of KJT. = (fi)'@ -.&=/2r, which for each value of n>nk is strictly greater than 1.
Thus, we have a contradiction, and we can conclude that our initial assumption is false. That is, it is always possible to find an assignment a for which Chin [a = 0 and for allj (lbjbi), Ck+l,j [a=0 OR +"[a=1 and th ere exists a value j (1 6 j < i), such that Ck+I,jra= 1. Induction Step. Now assume by induction hypothesis that there exists an assignment p' such that for all i-tuple of circuits Ck, and for Cj;:,, [Cfx2", r p'=O and for all j (1 < j d i), C,,j r p' = 0] OR [C,;:-, r p' = 1 and there exists a value j (1 < j < i), such that C,,jrp'= 11. We must prove that this property also holds for the corresponding circuits of depth k and k-t 1.
By Corollary 3.5 we know that for at least l/2 of the restrictions contained in R&, each of the C, + 1. h r pg( p) can be rewritten as a k-depth circuit. On the other hand, by Lemma 3.3, for at least 2/3 of the restrictions p" contained in Rz&, CJ:mrp"g( p") contains a subcircuit computing an fkT1 function. Thus, for at least l/6 of the restrictions contained in R& both these properties hold. Let p be one of these restrictions. At this point an assignment which satisfies our requirements is simply
given by pg(p)p'. 0
A simple but very useful corollary that follows from the preceding lemma is the following.
Corollary 5.3. For k32, there exists a constant nk such that for each n>nk, the .following holds. Given the circuits CEkca, and Ck+ 1, 1, . . . , Ck+ 1,i, i < nlogn, denote by E the set of variables of CtkcA,. Then it is always possible to define an assignment a over E such that C" Lk,AArr= 1 is not equivalent to C,+,,jra=O
for all 1 <jSi. 
Proof. See

Proof. We need to exhibit a set M(B)EC~,~ which has a nonempty intersection with each infinite language accepted by a ~$3" machine and such that its complement is infinite, so that by definition M(B) is simple.
To see what type of language could satisfy such requirements, we start by consider-
ing the language, L,(B), L,JB)={O': (3vI, ~v,(=l)(Vv,, \vzI=l)...(Qkvk, \ukl=l) O'V,V,...U~EB),
where the quantifiers alternate (if k is even, then Qk is V else it is 3). Clearly, &(B)E& , p*B but it does not satisfy our requirements because the language we are looking for must have a nonempty intersection with any infinite language in C,',", and it can be easily seen that &(B) has an empty intersection with every infinite language in {l}* accepted by a 0:~" machine. However, a language like
M(B)=({O, I}*-{O}*)uL,(B)
might be able to satisfy our requirements.
Clearly, M(B) is in C,P.', and if during the oracle construction we ensure that:
(
1) M(B) is infinite, (note that, by the definition of M(B), M(B) coincides exactly
with L,(B)), (2) L,(B) intersects all infinite languages in {0}* accepted by some a:,B-machine, then we will have succeeded in proving that M(B) is CE,B-simple.
To ensure that M(B) satisfies requirements (1) and (2) we will proceed in the following way.
The oracle construction will force M(B) to be infinite and to contain only strings of a certain form, say M(B)L {Oin: 1, is some integer value computed in stage n of the oracle construction}.
To accomplish this we will use a trick introduced by BalcAzar [3] , to construct a recursive set which witnesses the existence of an NP-simple set. The trick is to give an oracle construction which starts with a full oracle instead of an empty oracle.5
Given the fact that M(B)& (Oln}, to satisfy (2) the oracle construction has to pay attention only to infinite sets, accepted by o:'B machines, which are subsets of {OLn}. In this case the nonempty intersection of such languages with L,(B) will be guaranteed by the oracle construction through the satisfaction of the following requirements, for every i> 1:
This requirement states that if the machine r~ kp;! accepts an infinite language in {O'*-}, then L(aE;f) has to have a nonempty intersection with L,(B). Thus, each infinite set recognized by a 0kp3~ machine intersects M(B). This fact together with the fact that
M(B) is infinite implies that M(B) is Z,PsB-simple.
We now show how to construct an oracle B which respects the above constraints and which witnesses the existence of a C,P,B-simple set.
Staye 0: Set h(O)=O, B(O)= (0, l>*, so that M(B)= (0, l>* and L,(B(O))= (O}*. Stage n: (a) Choose an integer I, large enough such that (i) h(n)=@+ l)L; (ii) h(n) is greater than the constant nk satisfying Corollary 4.2; (iii) h(n)>p,_,(I,_,);
and
Remove from B(n) all strings of length h(n), so that after this operation 0'" is no longer contained in L,(B(n)).
(b) Check whether for some idn there exists some unsatisfied Ri. When this is the case, for each unsatisfied Ri consider the related circuit Cgfr(o~_J. Now for each variable 5The reader will better understand the usefulness of this trick during our correctness proof for the construction, where we will explicitly point out where the trick is necessary.
vy in Cg;r;co~n), with I y I <h(n), replace the variable by the constant value xB(,, _ i,(y). Look for a restriction p' such that for all i, 1 d i<n, C,xp:BtO~Jp' =0 and such that c&r) rp'=O. Put into the oracle all strings WEE* whose associated variable v, is set to 1 by p; i.e.
B(n)=B(nl)u{w: p'(w)= 1) and B(n)=B(n-l)u{w: p'(w)=O}.
In this way we force O'"EL,(B). End of stage n.
To complete the proof we must show that: l 
It is possible tojind a value h which satisfies all the conditions listed in step (a).
This is trivial.
l The restrictions p,p' used during the construction always exist. By definition each generic circuit C,,;:;(XJ has depth k+ 1, size d22(kf l)PZ(n), and bottom fan-in <pi(n). By the condition imposed at (iv) in step (a), the bottom fan-in of each circuit C,E:(~) ( 1 d j d n) , considered up to stage n of the oracle construction is bounded by l,!"g'n and the size of the circuit is bounded by 21.'"8'", so that each one of these circuits is contained in CIR(k + 1, t). Furthermore, at each stage of the construction we have at most n of these circuits, and a single circuit of the form Ckkur). So, by Corollary 5.3 p or p' have to exist. This can be verified exactly as in Theorem 4.3.
L,(B) is infinite.
If &(B) were finite, then there would be only a finite number of stages at which some requirement Ri does not receive attention, so that at the end of the construction only a finite number of requirements would not be satisfied. But this is impossible since there are an infinite number of requirements associated with machines that accept the empty set, and these requirements can never be satisfied. Proof. By the preceding theorem there exists a recursive oracle B such that X:kp~~ contains a simple set S. By definition of XkpsB -simple sets this implies that there exists a set in II~~" which is C,P,B .
l L,(B) does not contain any infinite language recognized by some x[," machine. Suppose that for some i, L(&f) is infinite and that L(c$;~)EL~(B). Since L,(B) contains only strings of the form O'", then L(o[;f) also contains only strings of this
-immune, namely, this set is the complement of S. Since for each oracle A II:," G A:;*i, the result trivially follows. 0
It is not difficult to see that the construction used to build the oracle A in In this section we extend these results to all classes of the polynomial hierarchy. That is, we show that for all k it is possible to build an oracle D such that A:," # Ct." and ZE," does not contain CLyDI -immune sets. This result, together with that obtained in Theorem 4.3, permits us to conclude that even under the assumption that ~E#Z+1, the question about the existence of immune sets in the polynomial-time hierarchy cannot be answered using arguments that relativize.
We will further show how to build, for all k, an oracle E such that X~'E#H~~E and CEq" does not contain XE,E -simple sets. This result, together with the result contained in Theorem 5.4, directly implies that even under the assumption that CL #II: the question about the existence of simple sets in the polynomial-time hierarchy cannot be answered using arguments that relativize. The proof technique used is a combination of coding arguments and diagonalization arguments as used in [ll] , together with probabilistic arguments similar to those used in our previous sections on the relativized polynomial-time hierarchy. To obtain the first objective we code into the oracle D the information which will permit the oracle machine c$~,~, with oracle D to recover the membership of an infinite number of strings belonging to the language accepted by each 0;:: machine which accepts an infinite language. Obviously, the "coding strings" must be chosen so that they cannot influence the computation of the various o$f machines. More precisely, for each machine c$;D which accepts an infinite language, let &,i be the infinite subset of L(cr[;/) that we wish to code into D. Then the coding strategy will operate so that where m = k 1 LX I+ i + 2 + pi( (a I). Thus, given a string LY, a a!:$ machine can easily decide its membership in ;Ik, i. Note that the string tl is coded into the oracle through a set of def strings ti,n = CW1V2 . ..I+ 1 10'10"' and the machine akp;/' during its computation on input c( cannot access ti,a strings because they are too long. Further, note that the code for each string ti,n is chosen in such a way that for all IEN, those strings whose last r1/21 bits are not all zeros cannot be used to encode a string IX. In particular, we will use these strings to build an infinite language L,(D) such that for all i>O, L. (PKF-l)#&.(D) .
In 
I~zI=4...(Q,qc Id=4
We observe that the circuit associated with L,(D), namely CLkcD), will have its variables uY associated with strings yEO"rknn F(k+ lJn.
The oracle construction that we present is by stages. In order to construct the oracle D which respects the properties that we have informally described above, each stage of the oracle construction will try to satisfy one of the following requirements, defined for every i, j B 0 and n > 0.
sj:
L,(D) # J!,(PjK'-'),
Now it turns out that requirement Sj can be satisfied either when a machine accepts or rejects a given string, while requirements R<i,n) can be satisfied only when the machine 0::: accepts some string. So, to avoid that satisfaction of 5'j requirements overcomes the satisfaction of Rci,,) requirements, we introduce a priority among the requirements.
In particular, we assign priority (j, 0) to Sj, and priority (i, n) to R<i,n>. We say that requirement T with priority (i, n) has higher priority than requirement T'
with priority (h, k) if i < h or i = h and n < k. In each stage s, the oracle construction will consider the requirement Sj, not yet satisfied, with higher priority. If, however, a requirement Rci,,) , not yet satisfied, has a priority greater than Sj, the oracle construction will try to satisfy the requirement Rci,,> and only in the case that this operation will not be possible at all will the requirement Sj receive attention. This will imply that in some stage s', in order to satisfy a requirement R<i,,), the oracle construction will have to enumerate into the oracle strings which can injure a previously satisfied requirement Sj. A finite-injury argument will enable us to show that this construction can be realized.
During the oracle construction we will use the integer /I, as a pointer indicating the maximum length of strings added to the oracle in stages <s. We indicate by D(s) the set of elements which are already in D at the end of stage s. 
D(s)=D(s)u{w:
pp'(w)=l} and D(s)=D(s)u{w: pp'(w)=O}.
Strong separations of the polynomial hierarchy with oracles 241
In this way we force ODE&. To complete the proof we must show that the restrictions p and p' exist and that at the end of the oracle construction all requirements Sj and Rci,,) will be satisfied. The existence of the restrictions p and p' can be proved essentially in the same way as in Theorem 4.3; so, in the following we will only prove that the oracle construction satisfies the requirements Sj and R~i,") for j, i>O and n >O.
l For j>O, the requirement Sj is satisfied. We first note that by construction, a requirement R<i,,> can receive attention at most once during the construction; on the other hand, a requirement Sj can receive attention at stages sl, s2, with s1 <s2, if some requirement R~i,,), with (i, n) <(j, 0), receives attention at some stage s', sr -KS' < s2. Since the number of requirements with priority greater than (j, 0) is finite, each requirement Sj will receive attention a finite number of times. Now to prove that for j 3 0, Sj is satisfied, consider the following. Fix j 2 0. Since Sj can receive attention only finitely often, there must exist a stage s during the oracle construction such that no requirement of priority d (j, 0) receives attention at any stage 3s. This implies that Sj is satisfied at the beginning of stage s (this is because no requirement of priority greater than (j, 0) receives attention at stage s). Hence, there exists a stage s', s'<s, in which Sj receives attention and is never injured by the beginning of stage s, and such that Sj is not injured at any stage S" B s, (because no requirements Rci,n) with priority greater than (j, 0) receive attention at any stage ~"2s). This implies that assignments to variables WET* fixed at stage s', are no longer changed during the oracle construction.
Thus, Prf-'-l accepts 0" if and only if PjKfYi accepts O's, if and only ifO'*,$L,(D).
l For i>O and n >O, the requirement R<i,,) is satisjied.
Assume that 1 L(aE;D)I = co. We show that each requirement R~i,,> receives attention at some stage. Consider a string cc~L(cr~;~) such that during the construction only strings of length <I ti,al are restrained from D for requirements of priority <(i, n) and such that at the first stage k where a string of length ~1 ti,al is enumerated into D6 a requirement of priority 2 (i, n) receives attention. Further, since at each stage s 2 k only strings of length 2 ) ti,a 1 will be enumerated into D, i.e. strings which cannot be accessed by r$;? on input CI, and by hypothesis CLEL(C$;/'), it holds cc~L(c$:f("-~)). Using the same strategy adopted to prove Theorem 6.1, it is possible to prove the following theorem: Proof (sketch). The proof follows the same lines of that used for the previous theorem. In this case we have to build a language L,(D) which is in CisD but is not in IIi,D. To achieve this goal we adopt the diagonalization technique used to prove Theorem 5.4. We will also encode infinite subsets of languages in II~~" in such a way that they can be easily accessed by a & 1 oracle machine. For this phase we can use the same coding strategy used in Theorem 6.1. 0 Also in this case a corollary equivalent to Corollary 6.2 can be stated: in fact, Theorems 6.3 and 5.4 show the coexistence, in relativized worlds, of two contradictory hypotheses and, thus, we can formulate the following corollary. 
Immune and simple sets in finite polynomial-time hierarchies
The results presented in previous sections can be easily extended so that they also hold in a relativized polynomial hierarchy with only a finite number of levels. What we need in this case is to code into the oracle A sufficient information about a complete set for @,A, so that it can be accessed by a ~$3~ machine. Thus, we force Z,',A = IIL,A, and the polynomial-time hierarchy relative to A collapses to the kth level.
In this section we give the construction for proving an analog of Theorem 4.3, but in which a relativized polynomial-time hierarchy with only k levels is constructed. More precisely, we will show how to build, for each k>O, an oracle A such that ZEpA = III,A # A!," and cEvA contains a Ak P,A-immune set. We also will indicate how, using the same technique, an oracle B can be built such that Z19B=A[,B#Zp!1 and Zkp,B contains a C:~~i-irnrnune set.
These results are finer than the result proved by Ko in [14] where, for each k > 0, an oracle B' is constructed such that C,',B' = II;*"' and ZI,"' contains a Gil_"; -immune set. Further, they strengthen and generalize the results obtained by Heller, who in [lo] constructed two oracles X and Y such that Z;s" = II;," # A!," and Z;,'= A;*'# CT,'. In addition, the results contained in this section answer a question posed by Ko, who in [13], asked whether it was possible to extend Heller's result to the kth level of the relativized polynomial-time hierarchy. Thus, our results not only give a positive answer to Ko's question, but they also show that a "strong" version of such results can be obtained. Proof. The oracle construction required to prove this theorem is similar to that used to prove Theorem 4.3. We use the notation introduced to prove Theorem 4.3. The main difference between the oracle construction of Theorem 4.3 and that presented here is that each stage of this oracle construction contains two different phases, the former is called a coding phase while the latter is a diagonalization phase.
The objective of the coding phase is to code into the oracle A a complete set for II:,* in such a way that a CIg" machine can access to this information.
In this way the collapse C:,* = II:*" is forced. To accomplish this objective the oracle A is constructed so that at the end of the oracle construction, for all n30, the following requirements are satisfied: Each requirement essentially states that for each string U, with IuJ =n and u contained in the II,', * complete set K,f , a set of "witness strings" of the form luu, . . uk has to be enumerated into the oracle A in such a way that, given u, a x2" machine can decide the membership of u in Kt. It is immediate to see that the requirement S = A,"= 1 S, implies that Cp A = II,', *.
One objective in the diagonalization phase is to build, using the diagonalization technique introduced in the proof of Theorem 4.3, a language belonging to C,'," which is A[gA-immune. To achieve these goals we must construct an oracle A such that EL,A contains the following language L,(A).
where the quantifiers alternate (if k is even, then Qk is V else it is 3), and L,(A) is infinite.
Further, at the end of the oracle construction, for all i>,O, the following requirements are satisfied:
These requirements are exactly the same requirements which we used in the proof of Theorem 4.3.
The main problems which arise in the construction of the oracle A are due to possible conflicts among the strings that we must enumerate into the oracle in order to satisfy the requirement Sj and the strings that we eventually have to restrain in order to satisfy the requirement Ri, or vice versa. In order to avoid these conflicts, we heavily use Lemma 4.1; thus, following the strategy for coding information into an oracle introduced in [13] . We say that the requirement Ri is satisfied at the beginning of stage n if there is a stage n' < n such that Ri received attention at stage n' and no string of length Q h(n') has been inserted into A. Let A(n) be the set of elements which are in A at the end of stage n. Look for a restriction p" such that C &) rpp'p" computes the constant function 1.
Put into the oracle all strings WET* whose associated variable u, is set to 1 by pp'p", i.e.
A(n)=A(n-l)u{w:
pp'p"(w)=l},
In this way we force O'EL,(A). End of stage n.
To complete the proof we must show that the diagonalization phase and the coding phase are realized correctly. The correctness proof for the diagonalization phase is essentially the same as the proof of Theorem 4.3. Thus, we concentrate our attention here in proving that the coding phase works appropriately and that it does not affect the results obtained by the diagonalization phase. To do this we have to show that restrictions p,p' and p" exist, that we can always find the set B used in the coding phase, and that strings added to the oracle A, through the set B, during stage n do not influence the behavior of the machines PJI<t-1, 1 <j< n, on input Or', where lj is such that h(j)=(k+l)lj, l<jdn.
l Restrictions p, p' and p" always exist. Circuits Code,,i have the same structure as circuits of type CLrcAJ, with InI = 1, the only difference being the fact that the variables of the former are associated with strings YE 1 r (k + 'In instead of strings ZEO"T . kn Thus, using a procedure similar to that described in Observation 3.2, the restriction p can easily be found. With respect to p' and p", consider the following: By definition a generic circuit C,I.j,,j has depth k, size <22kp~(n), and bottom fan-in fpj(n). By the condition imposed at (iv) in step (a), the bottom fan-in of each circuit CO~.yl,,,,(X, ), 1 <r up,,, 1 <j< n, considered up to the stage n of the oracle construction is bounded by l"g' and its size by 2""g', so that each one of these circuits is contained in CIR(k, t). Further, the circuits CLkcaJ and Code,,i, by the choice of h(n) are less than 2', and each one has a subcircuit which computes an ,fk2" function; so, by Lemma 4.1, the restriction p' exists.
The fact that the restriction pp' does not completely determine CL,,,, implies that there exist assignments p0 and p1 such that CL,(,,rpp'p, =0 and CL,(,, r&p1 = 1. Thus, we simply set p" = p0 or p" = pl. If none of the strings of the form lr (k+ 'Ii has been assigned to A(n-1) or to A(n-l), then B certainly exists. Suppose, instead, that this is not true. Then it turns out that at the beginning of stage n the only words of length between h(n -1) and h(n), eventually belonging to the oracle A(n-l), can be queried only at stage n-1, since they are too long to be queried at earlier stages. In that stage a string is enumerated into the oracle depending on the value that the random restrictions p, p' and p" assign to it. Now it turns out that after the application of p and p', as a consequence of Lemma 4.1, the value of each Code,,; is still undefined. This is true also after the application of p" since this restriction fixes the value of CArtA), and variables of CLrcA) only have the form 0 r . ' k' Thus, there exist assignments pLo and ,ul such that Proof (sketch). The proof for this theorem goes more or less as the proof of the previous one. We will simply give an idea, leaving the details to the interested reader.
As in the proof of Theorem 7.1, each stage of the oracle construction must contain a coding phase and a diagonalization phase. In this case, however, the objective of the coding phase is to code a complete set for Ck P3A into the oracle A so that a AEpA machine can access this information and, hence, force & ',A = A:sA. Further, this information has to be coded in such a way that a Ckp?i machine cannot access it. To achieve this goal we code the set Kf into A using the following strategy:
for all strings u of length n, ME Kf if and only if
In this way, for each string u contained in the CkP'A-complete set K:, two sets of "witness string" of the form luu, . . ok_ 1 and Ouul . . ok _ 1 are enumerated into the oracle A, so that a deterministic polynomial-time oracle Turing machine with an oracle for Ci:'r can decide the membership of u in Kt by simply consulting its oracle two times, and then "anding" oracle's answers. This, obviously, implies that C,'*A = AF", and also avoids the possibility that a XE'_Ai machine can use the coding of words u to decide their membership in Kk . A In our case the oracle will be substituted by opportune code circuits whose number with respect to the proof of Theorem 7.1 is simply doubled. The objective of the diagonalization phase will be to build a language belonging to C,'," which is Z.kp:-r -immune. This means that we must construct an oracle A such that ZkP,A contains the following language &(A), At this point, given the proofs of the preceding theorems, it should not be difficult for the reader to figure out how the oracle construction and its correctness proof goes. In particular, we stress that Lemma 4.1 is once again applicable to the correctness proof of the construction. 0
An oracle relative to which PSPACE contains a PH-immune set
The first separation result between relativized versions of PSPACE and PH was given by Yao in [23] . Subsequently, Cai [6] , proved that this separation holds with probability one with respect to a random oracle. In this section we show that Yao's separation can be made "strong" in the sense that we will build an oracle A such that PSPACEA contains a PHA-immune set. This result has also been obtained independently by Ko, who in [14] sketched the proof. Here we give a full proof. The proof is based essentially on the same idea.
Our construction
uses results by Hastad, [9] , which we will briefly discuss. First, we recall that the parity function of n variables is the binary-valued function which equals 1 if and only if the number of input variables equal to 1 is odd. Theorem 8.1 (Hastad [9] ). For all n, there are no depth k circuits of size d2 (l,10) iix~"n""'"~', computing parity of n variables.
Lemma 8.2. For any k>O there is a constant ck and an absolute constant no such that for n > ni a depth k circuit which computes parity of n variables correctly for 60% of the inputs is of size at least 2"'".
Using these results, and recalling that a circuit COFA(XJ has size at most 22(k+1)p(lxl), where p( 1x1) is some polynomial in (xl, we can now prove the main result of this section. else (e) Look for an extension W of A(1 -1) which contains an odd number of strings of length h(l) and such that no circuit C,P.~~I-IVJ(~M~~) accepts, in this way we force Oh"'ELodd(A).
It is not difficult to verify that such an extension exists. In fact, by the choice of h(l) we can apply Lemma 6.1 to circuits CaI:;4, as considered at step (b), so that each C,[:! correctly computes parity of 2h"' variables on at most 60% of the inputs. When, during the oracle construction, this branch is followed, we know that all circuits under consideration compute parity correctly for all "even" inputs and, thus, for 50% of the inputs. This means that the circuits under consideration, when we restrict our attention exclusively to "odd" inputs, compute parity correctly only for 20% of the inputs, so it is not difficult to find an extension W containing an odd number of strings of length h (l) and such that C ot :U IWV~~W~~ rejects, for all unsatisfied -(k, i) d 1.
End of stage 1.
We show now the correctness proof of the construction. 
For a requirement
R~k,i) satisfied at stage 1 to be injured at a stage I'>1 it is necessary that some of the strings enumerated into the oracle at stage 1' modify the behavior of C,I:: on input Oh"', and this is possible only if the strings enumerated into the oracle at stage 1' have length <pi(h(l)).
But at the beginning of stage 1' we chose h(1') SO that it is bigger than pi(h (l) ). Thus, the behavior of the machines C,?", 1 d (k, i) < 1, on inputs of length h(1) cannot be modified by strings added to the oracle in the stage I'>[. Further, note that once the membership of a string in a stage 1 is fixed, it is fixed once and for all. This is because at each stage 1' > 1 all strings of length < h(l') which appear in some circuit Ck, i are substituted by the value xAcI,-iI. So, we can conclude that C,;:;4(0~~~j) = Cg::.(O~~l,). 0 Lodd(A) is infinite. The fact that Lodd(A) is infinite follows from the observation that if it were finite then for all but finitely many stages of the oracle construction, requirements R,,, i) would be satisfied, so that at the end of the construction only a finite number of requirements would not be satisfied. But this is impossible since there are an infinite number of requirements related to machines which accept the empty set which can never be satisfied. Suppose there exists an infinite subset S of Lodd(A) such that for somej, L(o~:~) = S. As we have noted above, our oracle construction is such that at stage 1, a~;4"'(Oh"') = oi;4(Oh"'), 1 B (k, j) < 1; this would imply that during the oracle construction there are infinitely many stages 1 in which aF;f(') accepts inputs of the form Oh"'. Since there are only finitely many indices less than j, there must be a stage 1' >j such that the condition stated in step (c) becomes true for i=j. In this case step (d) is executed and an even number of strings of length h(1) are put into A forcing Oh"' into Lodd(A); thus, contradicting our initial assumption that Oh(')~Lodd(A). 0
Open questions
In this paper we have shown that probabilistic methods introduced by Yao [23] , and Hastad [8] , are strong enough, when combined with standard diagonalization techniques for obtaining strong separations among classes of the relativized polynomial-time hierarchy. In particular, our results have shown the existence of finite or infinite relativized polynomial-time hierarchies, whose classes are or are not strongly separable. Several questions about strong separations of the relativized polynomialtime hierarchy, however, remain open.
l In [19] Torenvliet expresses the inadequacy of standard separation techniques to build an oracle A such that X5," contains a A;,A-bi-immune set. It wpuld be interesting to see if this result can be obtained using the technique introduced in this paper, and in the case of a positive answer to verify whether it can be extended to classes belonging to higher levels of the relativized polynomial-time hierarchy.
l In [21] Torenvliet and van Emde Boas build an oracle A such that NPA contains a language which is both simple and PA-immune. Can this result be extended, using techniques similar to those that we have used in this paper, to higher levels of the relativized polynomial hierarchy? More formally, is it possible to prove a theorem such as:
For k2 1 there exists an oracle B such that CIqB contains a language which is both simple and A~,B-immune. l In our opinion, the success in the use of techniques developed for proving lower bounds in separating the relativized polynomial time hierarchy, is strongly related to the use in "lower bound" techniques of combinatorial methods, stronger than those usually considered in standard separation techniques for relativized complexity classes. We think it would be interesting to verify whether it is possible to distil the various combinatorial arguments used in techniques for obtaining separations of the relativized polynomial-time hierarchy through the use of "lower bounds"
techniques, in order to obtain a technique tailored for separating relativized complexity classes, which avoids the use of circuits during oracle constructions.
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